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  Precise name of the institution
France Education International
  Type of institution 
Public
   City where the main campus is located
Sèvres
   French language courses 
No
   Programs for international students
No
   Programs in English 
No
   Postal address 
1 avenue Léon-Journault - 92318 
Sèvres cedex - France

IDENTITY FORM

Member of Campus France Forum

France Education International is a French 
public administrative institution of  the 
Ministry of Education, Higher Education 
and Research.
- Support for the promotion of the French 
language around the world:
- international mobility:
- cooperation education and training.

  MAIN PROGRAMMES OF STUDY
- Supporting the use of French around the world
- Identifying and setting up projects (reform of 
curricula, development of francophone bilingual 
sections, quality approach...), providing training 
for education practitioners (BELC universities, 
PRO FLE, training seminars on request).
- Assisting bilingual teaching projects and 
managing the Fil du bilingue website.
- Managing the �Qualité Français Langue 
Étrangère�
Assessment and certification:
- Management of diplomas for non-French-
speakers corresponding to the proficiency levels 
set out in the Common European Framework 
of Reference for Languages: DILF, DELF and its 
specialised versions and DALF
- Management of the TCF and its specialised 
versions: TCF DAP/TCF ANF/TCF Québec.
- Designing Ev@lang, a language placement 
test available in French, English and Arabic
- Pedagogical and psychometric consulting 
(audit, training, qualification, test design 
support). 
- International mobility
Languages and mobility:
- Mobility programmes for students and teachers 
- European funded projects involving language 
policy and mobility.
Recognition of foreign qualifications (ENIC-
NARIC France Centre):
- Issuing qualification recognition documents
- Promoting the European Higher Education 
Area’s mobility tools
- Taking part in projects funded by the European 
Commission, which seek to share best practices.
- Cooperation in education and training
- Operating in the context of sector-based 
projects which are funded by bilateral or 
multilateral cooperation institutions.

- Helping implement France’s public development 
assistance policy.

  STRENGTHS
- The  �Qualité Français Langue étrangère 
certification : almost 100 language centres are 
certified, 30% of which are affiliated  to a high 
education institution. 
- The TCF for preliminary postsecondary 
admission (TCF DAP)

  LOCATION
Sèvres and a center in La Réunion (contact in the 
Indian Ocean, East Africa, and Southern Africa).
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https://www.facebook.com/pages/CIEP-page-officielle/

